Enquiry : Has Brook changed between 1911 and 2011 ?
Immersion activity day

Research
pathway
Time frame
About 4/5
weeks

Resources
Local history
experts

am Walk through the village and pm workshops using various historical sources
Resources
Local photo
collection

WebResources
Here’s History
Kent website

Working with other
people: email; blog;
video conference;
expert sessions;

ICT: Web research; Podcasting;
Visualiser; film and photography;
publishing; GPS

Has Brook changed 1911 and 2011?
Introduction:
What do we know?
What do we need to find out?
How do we find out?
Using a walk through the village as a starting
point, compare views with old photos
Reinforcement of the context/story/facts
Local historian/IC

Collection of photographs of
the village on the walk

Ask an expert

Video conferencing or visitor in
school

The clues historians use…
Census,maps, documents, photos, memories
etc.
In the afternoon of the first day, a series of
short workshop activities for the children
providing supervised use of a variety of
historic sources.

Video conferencing with a
local historian

Museum visit
Once the question has been chosen and the
pattern of research discussed, the children
start to collect evidence. Visit to a local
museum in week 3

Cross-curricular

workshops

Web research, NMR local web
sites

Gathering and recording and
presenting information on the
computer

Completing the answer to the
question, Has Brook changed 1911
and 2011?

Web publication?

Evaluation: postcard to HT,
what we learnt, enjoyed…

An answer & a product

Product: Time Line for
display in the village,
illustrating change
over time. Small pamphlet…
extended writing or a story

Celebration: morning assembly for the whole school, certificates presented.
Progression
in enquiry

observe or handle sources of
information to answer questions about
the issue on the basis of simple
observations
Y2

use sources of information in ways
that go beyond simple observations to
answer the enquiry questions

Y4

Ian Coulson

Also ….

Marking: critierion referencing,
levels of understanding which
combine with an answer to the
question not a targeted AT
level
begin to select and combine
information from different sources

Y6

